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Project motivation

A problem of data
Limitations of conventional simulation models
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Traditional surveys on travel diaries in paper-and-pencil or by
means of computer-aided technology are a demanding and
burdensome task, and generate serious biases.





The accessibility of big data sources is insufficient in gaining high
level mobility knowledge capable of supporting transportation
decisions.





Difficult decisions on the temporal and spatial resolution (e.g., a longer time interval
results in under-reporting but a shorter one may get a fake idea of precision);
Falling response rates and problems in locating households that are the most mobile
(e.g. in the US, good response rates only reach to 30-40%).

Individual movement trajectories reconstructed from big data need to be merged with
behavioral information;
Novel regularities and expert rules from individual behavioral perspectives need to be
derived and be used as parameters in the simulation system.

Big data sources represent a huge problem in terms of efficient data
storage, integration, and data privacy.

A problem of models
Limitations of current simulations models
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Model structures and assumptions are too simple




Model outputs e.g. the origin-destination (OD) matrix, are
insufficient






Requirement of an active shaping of environment in EV scenarios, where a clear
interaction exists between the context and the behavior of individuals (e.g. decisions
may be directly influenced by the cost of charging and discharging on the network)

Losing behavioral information when individual travel demand derived from behavioral
components, is aggregated into the OD matrix
Posing serious problems for model evaluation and benchmarking as errors
propagating over the aggregation process
The predefined administrative zones unsuitable for the analysis in the EV world

Models and techniques are not scalable



Running on a single machine, incapable of mining large amounts of data
Unable to handle realistic simulations of millions of entities in motion
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Project breakthroughs

DATA SIM’s significant
breakthroughs
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Huge data storage, integration, management and data privacy



Integration between big data and activity-travel diaries
 integration between statistical, physical and social sciences
 to better understand behavioral aspects and dynamics of human motions



Behavioral sensitivity of individuals = core entity in simulation model
 to account for changes in human behavior when circumstances change



Novel and more detailed standard for evaluation, validation and
benchmarking



Enhancing computational power by using state-of-the-art advances in
high-performance parallel computing systems for large-scale
simulation environment



Sensitive towards the calculation of energy and mobility scenarios

 enabling unprecedented, actionable insights into relation between mobility and energy demand
in the era of electric vehicles

Success Evaluation Criteria
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Successful development of a first foundational framework for
a big data driven theory of mobility demand.



Successful development of a novel scalable integrated
simulation system, with a novel benchmarking and evaluation
standard that is behaviorally sensitive and ready for mobility
and power demonstrations.



Successful application scenarios, related to the intertwined
effect of the mobility and power networks, as defined by the
Milestones set forward in the “European Industry Roadmap
for the Electrification of Road Transport” from today till 2020.
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Workpackages

Overview
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WP

WP name

WP leader

WP1

Big data integration and knowledge
management infrastructure

Yannis Theodoridis (UPRC)

WP2

Big data driven theories of mobility demand

Fosca Giannotti (CNR)

WP3

Agent-based reality mining for simulation of
mobility demand

Davy Janssens (IMOB)

WP4

Novel evaluation and benchmarking standard

Michael May (FRAUNHOFER)

WP5

Scalability

Assaf Schuster (TECHNION)

WP6

Scenarios

Luc Int Panis (VITO)

WP7

Dissemination

Davy Janssens (IMOB)

WP8

Management

Davy Janssens (IMOB)

Overall work plan strategy
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WP1: Big data integration and
knowledge management
12



Provide infrastructure for storing, indexing, accessing,
anonymizing, querying and analyzing highly
heterogeneous and semantically enriched mobilityrelated data



Integrating dimensions of geography, time and
semantic data of moving objects into a warehouse
 to efficiently store and manage the huge mobility data (e.g. Hermes)



Developing techniques on privacy-aware data
management - publishing to prevent privacy breach safeguard personal information

WP2: Big data driven theories of
mobility demand
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Challenges:












Mobility data mining: extending traditional data mining techniques to location
sequences of individuals’ movement for pattern mining, clustering and location
prediction (M-Atlas: Geopkdd FP7 project)
Statistical physics of human mobility: uncovering statistical laws that govern the
key dimensions of human travels, e.g. travel distance and activity duration
Semantic-enrichment of mobility data: inferring semantic and context aspects of
travel behavior (annotation)
Social network analysis: investigating the dynamics of social network to characterize
mobility behaviours of subpopulations based on their social relations.

Combine data mining and statistical physics into a uniform analytical
framework, able to develop macro-micro models of human mobility with an
unprecedented explanatory and predictive power.
Extend mobility patterns with semantics to explain the purpose of people’s
whereabouts.
Combine mobility patterns with social networks to explore how mobility
patterns depend on demographic factors, social network characteristics or
location-based characteristics

WP3: Agent-based reality mining
for simulation of mobility demand
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Merge the raw and behaviorally poor big data with the smaller but
behaviorally richer travel survey data, building a novel agent-based (reality
mining) modeling standard of mobility behavior



Include agent-based technologies and concepts, especially including
negotiations and interactions among agents



The developed simulation models should be sensitive towards a broad range
of behavioral changes, accounting for the impact of policy measures and
trends, especially the impact of different scenarios in the era of electric
vehicles



Development of a prototype agent-based carpooling application





Socio-Economic relevance: An efficient way to reduce traffic and to decrease travel cost
Agent-oriented: Requires interactions and negotiations between agents
Behavioral relevance: Close resemblance to the behavioral requirements for EVs
Data availability: Ease of obtaining realistic data for a large agent population

WP4: Novel evaluation and
benchmarking standard
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Existing model evaluation is through a further processing of the
model output (e.g. the OD matrix) to obtain measures (e.g. traffic
flow) comparable to external information (e.g. traffic detector loops
data)



Massive mobility data trace people transfer phenomenons,
providing direct and objective measures for the validation process





GPS: providing movement trajectories in precise spatial locations and a high time rate;
but covering small subsets of a population, and related to vehicles rather than
individuals



GSM: tracking individuals’ movement and covering a significant segment of
population, but requiring additional efforts from telecom operators and lacking details
in spatial and temporal resolution

Overcome the limitation of single data source, combine
heterogeneous data types, and yield reliable model validation
methodologies applicable to large-scale domains

WP5: Scalability
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Relevance:


Close and continuous interactions with WP2 and WP3





Input of very large scale (social) network data generated
Feedback to the agent-based modeling and simulation framework

Data Usage / Application: (Agent-based) Carpooling

Main Challenges:


Scalable mining of very large networks
Current solutions are not scalable




Ensure the best possible solution to minimize data loss




Partitioning of large scale well-connected graphs that originate from the input data

Matching of best possible nodes (agents) based on their socio-demographic relevance

Large scale agent-based simulations:
Running (parallel) simulations of tens of thousands of agents using community based
grids

WP6: Scenarios
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Milestone 1 scenarios: Policy management & user acceptance
(e.g. price, improvement battery technology, where to put charging stations, sociodemographic scenarios, ...)



Milestone 2 scenarios: Nationwide power demand estimation
(e.g. different charging patterns, different penetration degrees, EV&ICE interaction during
driving etc.)



Milestone 3 scenarios: V2G scenarios and effect on individual
user behaviour, dynamic electricity pricing scenarios
(smart grids including in-home energy consumption)

WP7 & WP8: Dissemination and
Management
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WP 7 will produce the dissemination strategy of the
DATA SIM project. Particular objectives include:


Disseminating DATA SIM to relevant scientific communities (data
mining, transportation, power and energy)



Outlining the methodological and technical superiority of the proposed
solution



Dissemination to high-profile early adaptors within the scope of the
application scenarios

WP8 manages and coordinates the project
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Summary

Summary
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1. Provide an entirely new and highly detailed spatio-temporal
microsimulation methodology for human mobility, grounded on
massive amounts of big data, e.g. GPS, GSM and Social networks.
2. Forecast the nation-wide consequences of a massive switch to
electric vehicles (EVs), based on the intertwined nature of mobility
and power distribution networks.


Milestone 1 scenarios: Policy management & user acceptance
(e.g. price, improvement battery technology, where to put charging stations, sociodemographic scenarios, ...)



Milestone 2 scenarios: Nationwide power demand estimation
(e.g. different charging patterns, different penetration degrees, EV&ICE interaction during
driving etc.)



Milestone 3 scenarios: V2G scenarios and effect on individual user behaviour,
dynamic electricity pricing scenarios
(smart grids including in-home energy consumption)

www.datasim-fp7.eu
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